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About This Game

Deceptively whimsical, Dandy is a perma-death side-scrolling shoot 'em up with a host of stacking power-ups. Different on
every play-through, with reactive enemies that force you to strategize.

The last in a dwindling line, Dandy was the only active candy alchemist of his time. His obsessive search for alchemical
ingredients took him into the ruins of the ancient world. It is said that whatever he found there drove him mad, but nothing is

truly known about his disappearance. Take a brief glimpse into his life, and uncover the mysteries of a forbidden land.

Key Features:

 Local co-op - Bring up to 3 friends along with randomly created companions. Just hook up your controllers and press
start.

 Online Racing - Join up to 3 other players in a race to the boss, with kart racing style sabotages (works cross platform).
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 Thousands of power-up combinations, with powerful synergies to discover. Each power-up combination gives Dandy a
completely new look.

 Procedurally generated maps make each playthrough different and challenging.

 Reactive enemies that force you to learn and strategize. Coming in with guns (er, wands) blazing will often be a bad
choice.

 Choose a custom random seed you can share with friends.

 10 song original soundtrack (it's awesome!).

 Mouse, Keyboard, or Controller controls.
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Title: Dandy: Or a Brief Glimpse Into the Life of the Candy Alchemist
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
wefiends, Inc.
Publisher:
wefiends, Inc.
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9600 GT or ATI HD 4770 or equivalent

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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A Robot Named Fight is unexpectedly a very solid Metroidvania. The primary question that you tend to ask when you see a
game relying heavily on procedural generation is: "Why?" What does a random map bring to the game over a hand-made one? A
Robot Named Fight has a really clever answer to that question: it has several alternative versions of the "key" powerups! You've
run into a dead end that requires a jump you can't make, and you remember that last game, you got a high jump powerup to
scale those walls. This game, however, you get a jetpack! Despite both "keys" opening the same "lock", they have totally
different gameplay potential. This, I think, is where the developer managed to make the game deserving of its procedural
generation.

Other observations, positive and negative:
+In addition to the alternate key items, there are also a wide variety of optional upgrades that show up and change combat in fun
and varied ways, reminiscent of The Binding of Isaac.
+The tiles used to make the map are well-done and varied, and are designed such that even encountering the same tile twice
might still be a unique experience due to the type of enemies involved and the positions of the doors and hidden powerups.
+The controls and movement are satisfactory, and I never felt myself blaming any platforming failures on them.
+The combat feels fun, and the enemies are varied and interesting rather than recolored versions of previous ones.
+There's a good sense of power escalation as you start collecting powerups for movement and combat.
+The game's visual and musical style are quite good.

-The map generation has too much backtracking for my liking. I'm sure it could be made to minimize that more. Most hand-
made metroidvania maps tend to take the player through loops back to the main areas rather than having them run down a
corridor and back.
-Most of the alternate weapons feel weak or hard to use, and trying to switch to the right one in combat by cycling through the
list isn't great. The main gun is almost always the best weapon, especially since it upgrades.
-For some reason, dying and starting over feels worse in this game than it does in a lot of roguelikes. I think the game would be
served well by an "easy mode" that makes save points last forever rather than burning out after one use.. Strength lies not in
defence but in attack.. All my friends enjoyed this game. We looked very funny playing it. It\u2019s probably not a high-budget
game, but it\u2019s simple and fun!. I like BIG books, I can not lie. Here is the thing, I own quite an extensive library of books
(500+) and an extensive library of Audible books (200+). All genres from the late 1600's to published just last month. I admire
the art form of writing and the creativity that goes into it. This is an entirely new art form that is limitless in it's infancy. I
stopped on page 26 of 500+ pages, just to write this review. It is a fantastic first step and I am excited to see where this goes.
Bravo to the devs/authors bravery in building this. After 50 years of collecting stories, I have an entirely new format to pursue.
What a great time to be alive.. not a bad game at all, even better when its £0.35. If you can't handle VR nause'a, this one is for
you. If you CAN handle it - the VR version is probably better for you.. This older game is a more modern take on the classic
Asteroids platform. Shoot asteroids, suck up all the resources, use those resources for research and development against aliens,
yes aliens!

It's showing it's age with the limited 2D art styles, but as a quick and easy pick-up-and-play for only US$10, it's quite worth the
price of admission, especially with the sheer availability you will have on Steam.. Terrific point and click adventure game
perfectly captures the essence of the original Star Trek. I am a big fan of the original Star Trek so I found it an absolute joy to
play through Star Trek: 25th Anniversary.

You play as Captain Kirk as you lead the Enterprise on a series of missions across the galaxy. Expect to bump into familiar
faces such as Romulans and Klingons as well as new ones. Parts of the game take place on the Enterprise as you have battles
against enemy vessels. Other parts of the game have you beam down to a planet or on to another ship as part of a landing party.
The way that the missions unfold reminded me a lot of the episodes of Star Trek. It's great to hear the voices of the original cast
members including William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy and DeForest Kelley. Arguably, the game's biggest weakest is its graphics.
They do look pretty terrible so this is not a great game to look at. Also, I feel that this is a game where you need the manual to
help you. I sometimes had no idea what planet I was meant to visit as the game's map does not tell you the names of the planets,
you have to look in the manual. Unfortunately, having a virtual manual means you cannot have both it and the game open at the
same time. I'm not particularly great at point and click games so I did get stuck every now and then. Also, a minor complaint I
have is that every time I start the game, I have to sit through thirty seconds of dialog before I can load my save game. Other
point and click games of the era such as Indiana Jones And The Fate Of Atlantis do not have this problem.
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Star Trek: 25th Anniversary does have some minor flaws but this is the ideal game for any Star Trek fan.. Lynnea Glasser's
writing is superb and the story is fascinating. I played through multiple times and made different choices. It was tremendously
fun and I highly recommend this game.
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we'll, its ok. i like it, but it really isn't all that deep. I have not playeed multiplayer yet either, so that might be it. $10 bucks is a
fair price, considering thats how much a good meal costs, but i would like to see a little more depth.

3/5, i do recommend trying it out.. Very good game has just a few problems, like staying block in a wall or hit box of
squeulettes, otherwise also the preparation is too long, the movement of the ax, weapons ...
If not this game to the future it deserves just some re-adjustments, like skelettons tracking distance, and stuffs that disappear ...
. It took until I left the world tree to get into some quests to deliver the rest of the materials, so be patient in the delivery I guess..
I can't really recommend it yet until they release a patch that allows you to change your skills and abilities, but overall it's ok not
incredible but ok a little clunky on combat though. ArmA is love, ArmA is life
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